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CAPABILITIES / FAMILY LAW

Divorce
We help our clients navigate through the
legal system during a difficult, emotional
time. While our goal is to resolve cases, we
are strong advocates for our clients in the
courtroom.

OVERVIEW
“We are here for our clients and genuinely want to see them come out of this difficult time
stronger and with adequate support and assets. It’s a team effort.”
— Stephanie Winegrad

Proven Divorce Lawyers serving New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware
The members of our practice walk our clients through difficult times, helping them navigate the legal
system and adjust to a new normal for their families. When parties are seeking to get divorced, they must
either reach an agreement on all of the financial issues that have arisen as a result of their marriage or
they proceed through the courts where the decision is made for them. A jointly reached agreement will
need to include provisions on custody (if the parties have children), alimony and support, and distribution
of the assets and liabilities acquired during the marriage.
One of the biggest concerns about alimony for the receiving spouses is whether they will have enough
money to live, with paying spouses having the opposite concern. In equitable distribution, clients often
are concerned about whether they can keep the house, refinance the mortgage, and pay the bills.

Our Value
Since our firm has many attorneys who practice both inside and outside of the family law, divorce and
domestic relations practice areas, we have seamless access to a number of top experts in other practice
areas at Obermayer. For example:
When a spouse works in a family business, we can easily consult co-counsel on the various aspects of the business;
If a spouse’s business is in bankruptcy, we can seek the advice of our bankruptcy practice group;
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An Obermayer estate attorney can prepare a will, and a real estate attorney can review an agreement of sale involving
property; and
Our employment attorneys can review a severance agreement or employment contract.

We also have a large family law department comprised of attorneys with varying degrees of experience
who practice in multiple counties across three different states.
Finally, our NJ divorce lawyers give our clients reasonable expectations. We are honest about what might
be ahead and we inform clients about the law, even if it is not exactly what our clients want to hear.

Our Clients
Neither spouse has a greater entitlement than to maintain the marital standard. Clients who are stay-athome parents, for example, rely on us to fight for a fair award of alimony. We also ensure clients who have
to pay alimony can continue to live in the style to which they are accustomed. In addition, we help clients
determine whether they would rather receive less alimony and more assets or vice versa, depending on
each client’s circumstances and goals.
With equitable distribution, we assist clients with a division of their assets and liabilities. We advise clients
which assets are best to retain and, for example, whether or not they should sell their marital home.

Our Focus
Clients appreciate our accessibility and responsiveness to their requests and concerns. We understand
that divorce is a difficult time, often requiring extra and immediate attention when contentious issues
arise.
The focus of our divorce attorneys in NJ and Mid-Atlantic Region, is to make sure each client comes out of
the divorce process as strong as possible and able to move forward with their lives, no worse than when
they started. Each client is unique, and their resolution needs to be tailored to their individual situation.

Our Skilled Divorce Lawyers will Help you Through This
If you need to discuss an issue or have questions, contact our highly experienced divorce attorneys.
Please contact our firm using our contact us form. The Obermayer divorce lawyers represent clients in
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware.
Awards Won*
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*Click here for a description of the standard or methodology on which the awards and honors are based. No aspect of this
advertisement is approved by the Supreme Court of New Jersey.

EXPERIENCE
We represented a client who decided to divorce after a long marriage and a lengthy separation from her husband. She
initially had no interest in pursuing alimony or even her fair share of the assets acquired during the marriage. Moreover,
her husband was reluctant to provide information regarding the assets acquired in his name during the marriage. As a
result of numerous subpoenas, we showed our client that she would be entitled to significant assets. Eventually, we
settled her case without going to trial. She received hundreds of thousands of dollars more than she would have
accepted at the beginning of her case, and more than her husband tried to get her to accept just weeks before the final
resolution.
We finalized a divorce settlement that included a buyout of an alimony obligation and distribution of significant assets.
The parties maintained joint legal and physical custody of their children, so it was important that they were able to
remain focused on their children despite the divorce proceedings. Since the case involved parties with high net worth,
their agreement reflected an extensively negotiated arrangement regarding child support and maintenance of the
children’s ongoing needs.
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We represented a client who was the primary breadwinner, had received a large bonus, and who had a significant
severance pay. We convinced the Court that both of these payments were not marital assets to be divided, but the
client’s asset alone. This gave our client a very large non-marital estate that they could keep as their sole property. The
other side received a small percentage of the assets more than our client, but they did not equal the non-marital amount
we obtained.
We represented a business owner where his 50% interest in the business was the largest asset of the marriage. We
reached a compromised value of the business that was more than fair and equitable for our client by working with a
business valuation expert and negotiating with opposing counsel and her client. We then resolved the asset distribution
so that our client received not only the business, but the marital home as well as other assets, so that he could continue
to live in a style similar to prior to the divorce.

ATTORNEYS
Key Contacts
David L. Ladov

Stephanie H. Winegrad

Shari B. Veisblatt

PARTNER

PARTNER

PARTNER

267.675.4976

267.675.4977

856.857.1431

david.ladov@obermayer.com

stephanie.winegrad@obermayer.com

shari.veisblatt@obermayer.com

Michael E. Bertin

Allison J. Burkhardt

Tara Burns

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

215.665.3280

856.857.1421

215.665.3056

michael.bertin@obermayer.com

allison.burkhardt@obermayer.com

tara.burns@obermayer.com

Julie R. Colton

Samantha J. Evian

Amanda C. Frett

PARTNER

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

412.288.2474

215.665.3022

215.606.0258

julie.colton@obermayer.com

samantha.evian@obermayer.com

amanda.frett@Obermayer.com

Michael E. Hooper

W. Frank Johnson, Jr.

Hillary J. Moonay

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

PARTNER

412.288.2452

267.675.4978

215.606.0755

Michael.Hooper@Obermayer.com

frank.johnson@obermayer.com

hillary.moonay@obermayer.com

Marcelina R. Policicchio

Hayley N. Purcell Sinkler

Michelle L. Ringel

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

412.209.0871

267.742.3364

856.857.1423

marcelina.policicchio@obermayer.com

hayley.purcell@obermayer.com

Michelle.Ringel@obermayer.com

Robert I Whitelaw
OF COUNSEL
215.665.3206
robert.whitelaw@obermayer.com
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Lanique A. Roberts

Edward S. Sarin, Jr.

Leslie B. Spoltore

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

PARTNER

215.665.3137

856.857.1412

302.274.3062

lanique.roberts@obermayer.com

Edward.Sarin@obermayer.com

leslie.spoltore@obermayer.com

Stephanie Stecklair Tarantino

Adam Tanker

Elizabeth Vaysman

ASSOCIATE

PARTNER

ASSOCIATE

267.742.3365

215.606.0754

215.665.3133

stephanie.stecklair@obermayer.com

Adam.Tanker@obermayer.com

elizabeth.vaysman@obermayer.com

RELATED CAPABILITIES
Adoption

Individuals & Private Clients

Appellate

Mediation

Child & Spousal Support

Name Change

Custody

Paternity

Domestic Abuse

Reproductive Law
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